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ABSTRACT
An end-to-end data integration system requires human feed-
back in several phases, including collecting training data
for entity matching, debugging the resulting clusters, con-
firming transformations applied on these clusters for data
standardization, and finally, reducing each cluster to a sin-
gle, canonical representation (or “golden record”). The tradi-
tional wisdom is to sequentially apply the human feedback,
obtained by asking specific questions, within some budget
in each phase. However, these questions are highly corre-
lated; the answer to one can influence the outcome of any
of the phases of the pipeline. Hence, interleaving them has
the potential to offer significant benefits.
In this paper, we propose a human-in-the-loop frame-
work that interleaves different types of questions to opti-
mize human involvement. We propose benefit models to
measure the quality improvement from asking a question,
and cost models to measure the human time it takes to an-
swer a question. We develop a question scheduling frame-
work that judiciously selects questions to maximize the ac-
curacy of the final golden records. Experimental results on
three real-world datasets show that our holistic method sig-
nificantly improves the quality of golden records from 70%
to 90%, compared with the state-of-the-art approaches.
1 INTRODUCTION
An end-to-end data integration system typically involves
the following phases: obtaining training data to construct
an entity matching (EM) module, executing this module to
find duplicate records, and constructing clusters by group-
ing duplicate records; debugging the clusters; transforming
the variant values into the same format; reducing each clus-
ter into to a canonical record (a.k.a. golden record) by entity
consolidation (EC), which is the final output.
Based on experience with more than 100 real-world data
integration projects at a well established data integration
company, Tamr1, we note several common trends:
1https://www.tamr.com
(a) Human involvement is needed throughout the integra-
tion process, in three distinct tasks:
(1) Training Rule Validation. Different from the candidate
pairs obtained through blocking, the training pairs for
the EM classifier should have more accurate labels.
However, it is usually infeasible to generate training
data one pair of records at a time. Instead, training
data can be constructed from a collection of human-
written or machine-generated rules [21, 28], such as
“if the Jaccard similarity of the addresses of two compa-
nies is larger than 0.8, then the two companies represent
the same entity”. To ensure that these rules generate
high-quality training data, it is necessary to validate
them using human input along with a sample of the
training data they generate.
(2) Cluster Validation. Running an EM model to find du-
plicates is usually followed by a clustering algorithm
that groups all duplicates into clusters. Some clusters
must be validated by a human to ensure their correct-
ness.
(3) Transformation Validation. Each cluster must be re-
duced to a single golden record. Within a cluster, the
same entity may be represented using different val-
ues. One way to consolidate them is to transform
them into the same format using transformation rules,
which are generated from current clusters, such as
“CS → Computer Science”. These rules also need to
be validated by humans.
(b) These three tasks are typically executed sequentially.
However, as we show below, these tasks are highly corre-
lated and interleaving them can offer significant benefits.
(c) At scale, human involvement must be optimized, since
human time dominates the cost of data integration projects.
There is no hope of exhaustively checking all these tasks.
To improve the entire process, we study the problem of
optimizing human involvement in entity matching and con-
solidation. Our goal is to optimize the human involvement
by interleaving the aforementioned three tasks.
Table 1: A Raw Table D
ID
MIT Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science
MIT EE and CS
Address
02138
02142
50th Vassar St, Cambridge, MA
50 Vassar St, Cambridge, MA
r1 50 Vassar St, Cambridge, MA
02142
r4
r2 MIT Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science
Harvard Electrical Engineering
Name
29 Oxford St, Cambridge, MA
Zipcode
02142r3
Harvard Electrical Engineering
Harvard Computer Science
02138
02138
29 Oxford St, Cambridge, MA
29 Oxford St, Cambridge, MA
r5 29th Oxford St, Cambridge, MA
02138
r8
r6 Harvard EE
Harvard CS 29th Oxford St, Cambridge, MA
02138r7
C1
C2
C3
Harvard Cognitive Science
02139
 8 Brattle St, Cambridge, MA
r10 Harvard CS  80 Brattle St, Cambridge, MA
02139r9
C4
02139r11 Harvard CS  80 Brattle St, Cambridge, MA
Table 2: Golden Records of Table D
MIT Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science
Address
02138
0214250 Vassar St, Cambridge, MA
Harvard Electrical Engineering
Name
29 Oxford St, Cambridge, MA
Zipcode
Harvard Computer Science 29 Oxford St, Cambridge, MA 02138
g
Harvard Cognitive Science  80 Brattle St, Cambridge, MA 02139
C1
gC2
gC3
gC4
1.1 Opportunities
Let us first show through an example what happens if we
run the aforementioned phases sequentially. Consider Ta-
ble 1 with 11 records that refer to 4 real-world entities (i.e.,
clusters {C1,C2,C3,C4}). Their ground truths are shown in
Table 2, where дCi represents the ground truth for Ci (i ∈
[1, 4]).
Example 1: [Shortcomings of Sequential Approaches.] In
practice, different projects typically apply these tasks se-
quentially, but might be in different orders.
(i) Entity Matching (EM)→ Data Transformation (DT)→ En-
tity Consolidation (EC) This is shown in Figure 1(a).
EM: We first ask one training rule question (i.e., if Jac-
card(Address) ≥ 0.5 then matching), take the record
pairs that obey this rule as training data, and train
an EM model. Based on the EM model, we get three
clusters {C ′1,C
′
2,C
′
3}. (For ease of presentation, EM is
shown here using simple matching rules. However,
in practice, and in this paper, the EM methods are
machine learning based.) Although records {r4, r5, r6}
and records {r7, r8} refer to different real-world enti-
ties, EM incorrectly clusters them together.
DT: We then ask three transformation questions, such as
“EE→ Electrical Engineering?”, and update the records.
EC: After the above transformation steps, EC produces
three golden records for the three generated clusters
in Figure 1(a). Unfortunately, it misses the golden
record for a real-world entity, дC3 in Table 2.
(ii) DT→ EM→ EC (Figure 1(b)).
r1 r2 r3
r4 r5 r6
r7 r8
EM 
      Transformation  Question
EE -> Electrical Engineering; 
CS-> Computer Science; CS-> Cognitive Science
gC1 = 
r9 r10 r11
√
×
Training Question 
Jaccard(Address) >= 0.5
 EC DT
EE -> Electrical Engineering 
CS-> Computer Science
update r3
EE -> Electrical Engineering 
CS-> Computer Science
update r6,r8
CS-> Cognitive Science
update r10,r11
missing gC3 
 C1'
 C2'
 C3'
gC1
gC2 = √gC2
gC3 = √gC4'
'
'
(a) EM→ DT→ EC
EM 
Training Question 
Jaccard(Name) >= 0.5
 EC
r1 r2 r3
r4 r5 r6
r7 r8
r9
r10 r11
Transformation  Question
EE -> Electrical Engineering; 
CS-> Computer Science
 DT
update r3
update r6
update r8, r10, r11
×
×
 C1''
 C2''
 C3''
 C4''
gC1''= √gC1
gC2''= √gC2
gC3'' ≠gC3
gC3'' ≠gC4
×
gC4'' ≠gC4
(b) DT→ EM→ EC
Figure 1: Sequential Method (ri : record, дCi : golden
record of cluster Ci )
DT: We first ask two transformation questions, and
transform CS into Computer Science in records
r3, r6, r8, r10, r11. Note that CS should be transformed
into Computer Science (in clusters C1 and C3) and
into Cognitive Science (in cluster C4). However,
without the clusters, it is hard to select the appro-
priate transformations to apply to the records. Thus
CS in records {r10, r11} is incorrectly transformed to
Computer Science.
EM: We then ask a training question and get four clusters
{C ′′1 ,C
′′
2 ,C
′′
3 ,C
′′
4 }.
EC: As r7, r8, r10, r11 are incorrectly grouped into the same
cluster C ′′3 , EC will generate an incorrect golden
record дC ′′3 that is neither дC3 nor дC4 . Also, the golden
record дC ′′4 is also different from дC4 where the Ad-
dresses are different.
✷
Next we show the benefit of interleaving questions.
Example 2: [Opportunities for Interleaving Questions] We
illustrate this case in Figure 2.
EM: We first ask one training rule question and EM gener-
ates three clusters {C ′′′1 ,C
′′′
2 ,C
′′′
3 }.
2
r1 r2 r3
r4 r5 r6
r7 r8
E! 
      Transformation  Question
EE -> Electrical Engineering
CS-> Computer Science
CS-> Cognitive Science
g
g
r9 r10 gr11
√
√
Training Question 
Jaccard(Address) >= 0.5
 EC
C1
 DT
EE -> Electrical Engineering 
CS-> Computer Science
update r3
EE -> Electrical Engineering 
CS-> Computer Science
update r6,r8
CS-> Cognitive Science
update r10,r11
C2
gC3
C4√
Training Question 
Jaccard(Name) >= 0.5
r1 r2 r3
r4 r5 r6
r7 r8
r9 r10 r11
√
EM 
 C1'''
 C2'''
 C3'''
 C1
 C2
 C3
 C4
Figure 2: Interleaving Questions
DT: Based on the cluster C ′′′1 , we ask two transformation
questions: “EE → Electrical Engineering” and
“CS→ Computer Science”.
EM: We then ask an EM question again. Based on these
transformations, the cluster {r4, r5, r6, r7, r8} will be
split into two clusters {r4, r5, r6} and {r7, r8}, which re-
fer to C2 and C3 in Table 1, respectively.
EC: Because EM produces correct clusters, EC is able to
generate all correct golden records.
✷
The above examples show that traditional methods of ex-
ecuting different phases sequentially are not optimal for hu-
man involvement, and there is a need to investigate the prob-
lem of optimizing human involvement in a holistic manner.
1.2 Research Challenges
There are multiple types of human involvement in terms of
the questions that can be asked and two key challenges that
we need to address to holistically schedule these questions:
(1) How to measure the benefit and cost of questions?
It is hard to quantify the “benefit” of different questions
w.r.t. golden-record quality, because (i)we do not know the
answer to each question beforehand, and (ii) we have no
ground-truth for golden records to be able to compute the
improvement from asking a question. Moreover, the ques-
tions of the different types are not comparable because they
have different optimization goals, e.g., training rule and clus-
ter questions aim to improve the entity-matching quality
while transformation questions focus on transforming vari-
ant values into the same format. Finally, different questions
take different amounts of human time and we need to rank
them by considering both their benefit and time cost.
(2) How to select “high-quality” questions? It is already
expensive to estimate the benefit from and the cost of ask-
ing a question. Since there are many possible questions, it is
rather expensive to enumerate all possible questions, com-
pute the benefit and cost, and select the best one. Moreover,
questions may be correlated, and it is prohibitively expen-
sive to enumerate all combinations.
1.3 Contributions
(1) We develop a human-in-the-loop framework that inter-
leaves different types of questions to optimize the quality
of golden records. We propose a question scheduling frame-
work that judiciously selects the questions within a human
time budget to maximize the accuracy of golden records
(Section 2).
(2) We devise cost models to measure the human time for
answering different types of questions (Section 2).
(3) We propose the global benefit models to measure the
quality improvement from asking different types of ques-
tions. We propose the local benefit models to greedily prune
the space of possible interleaving and study the trade-off
this optimization presents (Section 3).
(4) We design a correlation-aware question selection
method that considers correlations in selecting high-quality
questions (Section 4).
(5) We perform extensive experiments on three real-world
datasets and show that our method significantly outper-
forms existing solutions on golden-record accuracy (Sec-
tion 5).
2 HOLISTIC DATA INTEGRATION
In this section, we first introduce preliminaries (Section 2.1).
We then formally define three types of human questions
(Section 2.2). Next we give an overview of our holistic data
integration framework (Section 2.3). Finally, we present a
cost model to measure the human time for answering a
question that we have obtained through a user study (Sec-
tion 2.4).
2.1 Preliminaries
Consider a set of tables from multiple sources
{D1,D2, . . . ,Dm} for which schema matching has al-
ready been performed. That is, these m tables contain
entities from the same domain with aligned attributes. Let
D denote the union of these tables. Our goal is to find a set
of clusters of duplicate records from D and compute for
each cluster a canonical record (a.k.a, golden record).
Definition 1. (Golden Record) Given a table D, the
golden record (GR) problem is to (1) find a set of clusters of
duplicate records and (2) compute for each cluster a golden
record.
The golden record is typically obtained by finding clus-
ters (i.e., entity matching), transforming the variant at-
tribute values with different formats into the same format
(i.e., data transformation), and merging them into canonical
representations (i.e., entity consolidation).
Entity Matching (EM). EM models decide whether two
records refer to the same real-world entity, a.k.a. a match.
In this work, assume that EM is performed via an ML-based
EM algorithm (for our experiments, we use random forest
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Table 3: Notation
Notation Description
qT (QT ) A (set of) training rule question
qC (QC ) A (set of) cluster question
qR (QR ) A (set of) transformation question
Q Q = QT ∪QC ∪QR
Q∗ Q∗ ⊂ Q: selected questions
B(q) Benefit from asking question q
C(q) Cost of asking question q
classifiers as they have been shown to work well in prac-
tice [16]). Then the matching records will be grouped into
the same cluster (e.g., based on transitivity or clustering al-
gorithms).
Data Transformation (DT). The records may have variant
values, and we use transformation rules [5] to transform the
variant values into the same format, e.g., transforming CS to
Computer Science.
Entity Consolidation (EC). Given a cluster, EC computes
a canonical record for the cluster, for example, using ma-
jority voting or truth discovery based on source reliability
estimation to resolve conflicts [2, 7, 9, 18, 24, 30]).
Definition 2 (Accuracy of Golden Records). The accuracy
of golden records is the fraction of records whose golden
records are correctly inferred among all records.
Example 3: [Entity Matching] Assume that EM takes four
matching pairs as training data: {r1, r3}, {r4, r6}, {r7, r8},
{r9, r10}. EM trains a model and produces 3 clusters:
{r1, r2, r3}, {r4, r5, r6, r7, r8}, {r9, r10, r11}.
[Data Transformation] It transforms EE and CS to
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.
[Entity Consolidation] Considering cluster {r1, r2, r3}, EC
produces the golden record as дC1 in Table 2.
[Golden Record] Table 1 shows a table D with 11 records.
There are four clusters (highlighted in different colors). Ta-
ble 2 shows the golden record for each cluster.
[ Quality of Golden Record ] We use precision and recall
to evaluate the GR quality. In Figure 1(a)(or 1(b)), the GR
precision is 1(or 24 ) and the GR recall is
3
4 (or
2
4 ). ✷
2.2 Human Operations
Both EM and EC require considerable human involvement
to achieve high quality results. In this paper, we consider
three types of human questions.
2.2.1 Training Rule Questions
There are two ways to get labeled data to train an EM
model: (i) ask a human to validate a record pair, or (ii) ask
a human to validate a training rule. For example, “if Jac-
card(Name)≥ 0.8 then match” is a training rule, and there are
five pairs {r1, r2}, {r4, r5}, {r8, r10}, {r8, r11}, {r10, r11} that
Table 4: Training Rule Questions
Training Rule Examples Human
Feedback
If Jaccard(Name)≥0.5 match (r1, r2), (r4, r5) Yes
If Jaccard(Address)≥0.5match (r1, r2), (r3, r4), (r5, r6) Yes
If same Zipcode match (r1, r2), (r3, r4), (r7, r8) Yes
Table 5: Cluster Questions
Cluster Human Feedback
{r4, r5, r6, r7, r8} No: {r4, r5, r6}; {r7, r8}
{r4, r5, r6} Yes
{r1, r2, r3} Yes
Table 6: Transformation Rule Questions
Transformation Rule Examples Human Feedback
#th→ # (# is a numerical value) r3, r5 Yes
EE→ Electrical Engineering r3, r6 Yes
CS → Computer Science r3, r8 Yes
obey the rule in Table 1. For ease of presentation, we take
the record pair as a special training rulewhich only contains
one pair.
Training Rule Questions. Formally, a matching (non-
matching) rule question qT is an “if-condition-then-match
(non-match)” clause. Given a rule, the human is asked to ap-
prove or reject the rule. For example, “if Jaccard(Name) ≥ 0.5
then match” is a matching rule and “if Jaccard(Address) ≤
0.1 then do not match” is a non-matching rule. To help a hu-
man better understand a training rule, we also associate a
sample of record pairs that satisfy the rule (e.g., 10 pairs).
We use two methods to obtain the samples: random sam-
pling and stratified sampling. The former randomly selects
pairs while the latter selects pairs from each threshold range
proportionally, e.g., (0.5,0.6], (0.6, 0.7], (0.7, 0.8], (0.8, 0.9],
(0.9,1.0], based on the number of pairs in each range. We
use qT to denote a training rule and QT to denote a set of
training rules.
Applying aTrainingRule. If a training rule is approved by
a human, the record pairs that satisfy the rule are included
as training data and the EM model is retrained; otherwise
we skip the rule.
Training Rule Generation. Training rules can be gener-
ated by humans or algorithms[21, 28] (the training pairs can
be obtained by active learning). In either case, rules may be
wrong, so checking them against the training data is very
important to obtain high quality training data.
Example 4: Table 4 shows 3 training rule examples. The
rule “if the same Zipcode then match” will take all the
records with the same Zipcode as matching pairs. ✷
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2.2.2. Cluster Questions
The EM model may generate incorrect clusters. In practice,
humans must also be involved in verifying clusters.
Cluster Validation Questions. Formally, a cluster ques-
tion qC is a cluster of records that asks a human to verify
whether the records in the cluster refer to the same entity.
If they do, the human approves the cluster; otherwise the
human is required to split the cluster intoC1,C2, · · · ,Cy sub-
clusters, such that records in each sub-cluster represent the
same entity. We use qC to denote a cluster question and QC
to denote a set of cluster questions.
Applying A Cluster Question. If a cluster is approved,
each pair of records within the cluster is treated as a match-
ing pair that can be used to enhance the EM model; other-
wise, the pairs in the sub-clusters, obtained after the split,
are treated as matching pairs and all pairs from different
sub-clusters are treated as non-matching pairs. These pairs
are used as training data to enhance the EM model.
Cluster Question Generation. All the clusters generated
by the EM model can be used as cluster questions. In prac-
tice, the cluster is not large, usually about 10 records. We
discuss how to support large clusters in Appendix B.
Example 5: Table 5 shows 3 cluster questions. Consider
cluster {r4, r5, r6, r7, r8} in Figure 2. A human discriminates
the address of Harvard Electrical Engineering from
Harvard Computer Science, and splits the cluster into
two sub-clusters: {r4, r5, r6} and {r7, r8}. Then the match-
ing pairs (r4, r5), (r4, r6), (r5, r6), (r7, r8), and non-matching
pairs (r4, r7), (r4, r8), (r5, r7), (r5, r8), (r6, r7), (r6, r8) are used
as training data to enhance the EM model. ✷
2.2.3 Transformation Rule Questions
We use transformation rules [5] as a way to transform the
variant data values into the same format to improve the qual-
ity of golden records.
Transformation Rule Questions. A transformation rule
question is of the form v → v ′. For example, Table 6 shows
several transformation rules. #th → # will transform a nu-
merical value with th to the numerical value, e.g., 50th is
transformed to 50 in record r3 and 29th is transformed to 29
in records r5, r8. We ask a human to verify whetherv should
be transformed to v ′. To help the human better understand
a transformation rule, we show sample records with value
v , and the human can check these records to decide whether
to apply this rule. We use qR to denote a transformation rule
and QR to denote a set of transformation rules.
Applying a Transformation Rule. Given a rule v → v ′,
if the rule is approved, we transform v to v ′ for all records
with value v , and update the table D.
Transformation Question Generation. We use existing
techniques to generate transformation questions [5]. Here,
we briefly introduce the basic idea and refer the reader to [5]
for more details. A simple way is to enumerate every pair
(v,v ′) of two non-identical tokens in an attribute. Then for
each pair (v,v ′), we count the number (frequency) of clus-
ters that contain the pair. Next we select most frequent pairs
as transformation rules. A more efficient way is to align the
tokens and only enumerate the aligned pairs. For example,
first split the attribute values into a sequence of tokens, then
compute the longest common subsequence (LCS), and use
the LCS to align the tokens.
Example 6: Consider the Address attribute for cluster
r1, r2, r3. The aligned token sequences are
“50 | Vassar | St | Cambridge | MA”
“50 | Vassar | St | Cambridge | MA”
“50th | Vassar | St | Cambridge | MA”
Then (50th, 50) is an aligned pair and 50th → 50 is a pos-
sible transformation rule. Similarly (29th, 29) is an aligned
pair. The two pairs can be merged by a regular expres-
sion [5] and a generalized transformation rule is #th → #.
✷
2.3 Optimizing Human Involvement
Evidently, there will be a large number of training/cluster/-
transformation questions, and we cannot ask all of them.
Instead, we propose a human-in-the-loop framework that
judiciously selects the most beneficial questions to ask. Fig-
ure 3 shows the workflow. The key point is that, different
questions may be scheduled in an arbitrary order, and the
pipeline will be rerun as questions are answered.
(1) Matching Algorithms.We first train an EM model and
run the model on table D to generate a set of clusters. For
each cluster, if there are some transformation rules, we up-
date the records by applying these rules, and then run an EC
algorithm to generate the golden record for this cluster (e.g.,
using a majority voting algorithm to vote the golden value
on each attribute). Note that we need some training data to
train the EMmodel, which we obtain through training rules.
We will discuss how to select training rules in Section 3.2.
(2) Question Generation. QT , QC and QR are generated
based on the results of the generation algorithms as dis-
cussed in Section 2.2. Let Q = QT ∪ QC ∪ QR denote the
set of all possible questions.
(3) Iterative Question Scheduling. We iteratively select
some questions from the three question sets and ask a hu-
man for feedback. For a training rule question qT and a clus-
ter question qC , the outcome will be more training data for
training the EM model; for a transformation rule question,
we update dataset D. Then, based on the refined training
data and updated dataset, we rerun the machine algorithms
5
Figure 3: Architecture of Holistic Data Integration
to compute the golden records, and update the three ques-
tion sets QT , QC , and QR . We iteratively call this step until
the budget is consumed.
Optimization Goal. Given a table D and a budget B, we
aim to select a sequence of questions Q∗ = 〈q1,q2, · · · ,qB〉
in order to maximize the quality of golden records, where
qi is a training, cluster, or transformation question.
A brute-force question scheduling method enumerates
every B-size subsets of Q, computes the benefit from asking
these B questions that measures the golden record quality
improvement (before and after asking these B questions),
and selects the subset with the largest benefit/cost ratio.
However this method has several limitations.
Limitation 1: Question Sequence Enumeration. It is
prohibitively expensive to enumerate all size-B subsets of
Q.
Limitation 2: Golden Record Quality Computation. It
is hard to compute the golden record quality of a set of ques-
tions, because (i) we do not know the answer of each ques-
tion beforehand, and (ii) we do not know the ground truth
of golden records.
Limitation 3: Questions may be Correlated. Asking a
question may affect the clusters and golden records, and
thus affect other questions. SoQwill dynamically change af-
ter asking some questions. We do not want to select a static
set of questions. Instead, we first select several questions,
use human feedback on these questions to compute the clus-
ter quality and golden record quality, and then utilize the
results to guide the selection of the subsequent questions.
To address the above limitations, we propose an iterative
estimation based method. The basic idea is to select b ques-
tions in each round, use the human feedback on these ques-
tions to estimate the benefit of each question (and a set of
questions), and then utilize the benefits to select b questions
in the next round. (We will discuss how to choose an appro-
priate b later.) Through multiple iterations, this method can
adaptively select the most beneficial questions to ask.
Algorithm 1: QuestionScheduler
Input: Table D, A Training Rule Set QT
Output: Golden-record set G of D
ColdStart();1
while B > 0 do2
BenefitInference(Q);3
Qb = QuestionSelection(Q);4
Ask questions in Qb ;5
Q = MachineAlgo(Qb);6
B = B − b;7
Function MachineAlgo
Input: Table D, Qb
Output: QT , QC , QR
Train/update the EM model based on the answer of Qb ;1
Compute clusters based on the EM model;2
Produce golden-records using EC algorithms on3
clusters;
Compute QT , QC and QR ;4
Question Scheduling Framework. Algorithm 1 shows
the pseudo code of our question scheduling framework.
1. Initial Step. It first trains an EM model and generates a
set of questions Q (line 1).
2. Benefit Inference. It estimates the benefit and cost of
questions in Q (line 3). We will discuss how to compute the
benefit and cost later.
3. Question Selection. It selects b questions Qb (line 4).
4. Machine Algorithm. It asks the questions in Qb , runs
the machine algorithms to compute the golden records, and
updates the question set Q (lines 5-6).
Discussion. Obviously when b is small, this algorithm can
enumerate all the b-size subsets; but it may neglect the cor-
relations for a larger question pool. If b is large, it is impos-
sible to enumerate all b-size subsets, because it requires to
consider too many subsets and calls the machine algorithms
many times. To address this issue, we first consider a simple
caseb = 1 in Section 3, then discuss how to support the case
of b ≥ 2 in Section 4.
2.4 Cost Model for Human Feedback
Because our proposed framework is centered around obtain-
ing human feedback, we need a way to estimate the cost of
such involvement. As different questions take different hu-
man time (called cost), it is important to measure the cost
of answering a question. We first qualitatively compare the
cost of different questions and then present a quantitative
model to measure the cost based on a user study.
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Training Rule Question. Suppose each rule qT contains
|qT | (e.g., 10) record pairs and it takes a unit time for a hu-
man to check a pair, leading to a human time of |qT | to check
all the pairs. However, most of the pairs are similar as they
satisfy the same rule, and the human does not need to ex-
amine the pairs one by one. Instead she can check multiple
pairs together, and thus the cost of a training rule question
qT is smaller than |qT |.
Cluster Validation Question. A cluster question may
cover many records, and a human is required to check all
the records and split them into different sub-clusters. In the
worst case, the cluster is split intomany sub-clusters and the
cost is quadratic to the number of records in qC (i.e., |qC |
2).
In the best case, the cluster is not split and the cost is linear
to |qC |.
Transformation Question. Given a transformation rule
question, a human checks the records associated with the
question and decides whether to apply the transformation
to the records. Since most records that obey the rule belong
to different clusters and are not similar, the human requires
to check the records one by one. Thus the cost is linear to
the number of records associated with qT (i.e., |qC |).
CostModel.Based on the above observations, we propose a
cost model to quantify the human cost of answering a ques-
tion, where the cost is a function of the question size. We
conducted a user study to construct the cost model. For each
question type, we varied the question sizes from 1 to 100.
For each question size, we selected 100 questions, assigned
each question to 10 students, recorded the time to answer
the question, and computed the average time as the human
cost for this question size. Next we used regression models
to construct the cost model. We tried different models, e.g.,
linear distribution, polynomial distribution, exponential dis-
tribution, and logarithmic distribution, and selected the one
that best fits the distribution of human time for answering
different questions.
Based on the experimental results from our user study,
we find that the cost of answering a training rule question
follows the logarithmic distribution, best fit by the function:
C(qT ) = 8 loge (|qT | + 3) − 10. (1)
The cost of a cluster question follows the quadratic poly-
nomial distribution, best fit by:
C(qC ) =
|qC |
2
100
+
|qC | + 1
5
. (2)
The cost of a transformation question follows the linear
distribution, best fit by:
C(qR ) =
|qR | + 0.5
1.5
. (3)
The relative error between the human time and our cost
model is smaller than 5% in our user study, and the result is
shown in Appendix D.1. Any sophisticated cost model can
be integrated into our method, and we leave out the study
of such models as future work.
3 ONE QUESTION PER ITERATION
In this section, we define a benefit model to measure the
golden record quality improvement from asking a single
question. We then select the question that has the largest
benefit/cost ratio in each iteration. We address the problem
of selecting a batch of questions at a time in Section 4.
3.1 Global Benefit Model
We say a question incurs a benefit if it helps obtain more
correct golden records. If x golden records are correct be-
fore asking the question and y are correct after asking the
question and rerunning the algorithm, then the benefit is
y − x . There are two challenges in computing this benefit:
(i). The answer to a question is unknown beforehand.
To tackle this challenge, we would need to enumerate all
possible answers to the question, compute a probability for
each possible answer, and calculate the expected benefit from
asking the question.
Formally, considering a questionq, let {a1,a2, · · · ,an} de-
note the set of possible answers of q, P(q = ai ) denote the
probability that q’s answer is ai , and B(q = ai ) denote the
benefit from asking question q whose answer is ai . The ex-
pected benefit of asking question q can be computed as:
B(q) =
n∑
i=1
P(q = ai )B(q = ai ). (4)
We discuss how to compute B(q = ai ) and P(q = ai )
later.
(ii). There is no ground truth for golden records. To
address this issue, we compareG and G ′, the sets of golden
records before and after asking questionq, respectively2. We
compute the difference G ′ −G and call |G ′ −G | the number
golden record changes. If the new golden records in G ′ −G
are all correct, the benefit from asking question q is |G ′−G |.
Although the ground truth is unknown, we use |G ′ −G | as
an estimate of the number of correct golden records inG ′ −
G as in general asking questions will improve the quality
of the golden records, and we expect humans to make few
mistakes.
2As different records may have the same golden records, we use a multi-set
to represent the set.
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(1) Computing Benefit B(q = ai)
Let N(q = ai ) = |G
′ − G | denote the number of changes
in the golden records if the query answer is ai . We estimate
the benefit from asking question q w.r.t. the answer ai as:
B(q = ai ) = N(q = ai ). (5)
(2) Computing Probability P(q = ai)
We now discuss how to compute the probability P(q = ai )
for the three types of questions we introduced earlier.
Training Rule Questions. There are two possible answers
for a training rule question: either the rule is approved (de-
noted by Y) or rejected (denoted by N). Since P(qT = N ) =
1 − P(qT = Y ), we focus on computing P(qT = Y ).
The EMmodel can return a probability of whether a pairp
of records is matching, denoted by P(p = Y ). Consequently,
we use the average probability for all pairs in qT to compute
the probability P(qT = Y ) for the rule, i.e.,
P(qT = Y ) =
∑
p ∈qT P(p = Y )∑
p ∈qT 1
. (6)
Cluster Questions. The answer to a cluster question qC
depends on the answers to the individual pairs of records.
We thus need to consider all such pairs. There are
( |qC |
2
)
pairs in the cluster, denoted by p1,p2, · · · ,p(|qC |2 )
. Each pair
has only two possible answers, matching or non-matching.
Thus, there are 2(
|qC |
2 ) possible answers (p1 = x1,p2 =
x2, · · · ,p(|qC |2 )
= x
(|qC |2 )
), where xi ∈ {Y ,N }. P(pi = Y )
can be computed using the EM model and P(pi = N ) =
1−P(pi = Y ). Consequently, we compute the probability of
each possible answer using:
P
(
qT = (p1 = x1, · · · ,p(|qC |2 )
= x
(|qC |2 )
)
)
=
∏
P(pi = xi ).
(7)
If the cluster is large, it will be prohibitively expensive
to enumerate every possible case. To address this issue, we
only consider the cases with large probabilities. For exam-
ple, if the probability P(pi = Y ) is large (e.g., larger than
0.8), P(pi = N ) will be small and we ignore the case of
pi = N , i.e., ignoring all the possible answers (p1 = x1,p2 =
x2, · · · ,pi = N , · · · ,p(|qC |2 )
= x
(|qC |2 )
).
To further improve the performance, we propose a
statistics-based method. Given a record pair in a cluster, the
EM model computes a probability for the pair. If the prob-
ability is larger than 0.5, this pair will be taken as a match-
ing pair (as the matching probability is larger than the non-
matching probability). However many pairs in the clusters
may not represent the same entity, implying we need to
split the cluster. Usually the cluster is split based on some
probability threshold. For example, a pair is actually match-
ing if its probability is larger than a threshold τ = 0.8. We
can split the cluster into several sub-clusters based on this
threshold, by building a graph for the records, where the ver-
tices are records and there is an edge between two records if
their matching probability is larger than the threshold. The
records in the same connected component then belong to
the same cluster. For each possible choice of τ , we can gen-
erate a set of such sub-clusters (i.e., connected components).
However, it is expensive to enumerate every threshold.
To address this issue, we can use a fixed number of thresh-
olds, e.g., τ ∈ (0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9), to split a cluster, each
of which will induce a set of sub-clusters from the cluster.
For each such set of sub-clusters, we can compute the like-
lihood of that sub-cluster set using the clusters provided by
humans so far. Suppose a cluster question is answered by a
human andCh is the set of sub-clusters provided by the hu-
man. Our goal is to find the value of τ whose sub-cluster set
Cτ best matchesCh . To do this, we need to compute the set
similarity between Ch and Cτ for each value of τ ; this can
be done using any set similarity function, e.g., Jaccard sim-
ilarity. If multiple clusters have been answered by humans,
we can compute the likelihood of τ based on the percent-
ages of clusters whose best matching thresholds are τ . In
this way, given a cluster question, we can generate a lim-
ited number of its answers as well as the probabilities based
on the thresholds.
Transformation Questions. There are two possible an-
swers for a transformation rule question: approved (Y) or
rejected (N). Since P(qR = N ) = 1 − P(qR = Y ), we focus
on computing P(qR = Y ). Suppose qR = v → v
′, and there
areN(v |qR ) records with valuev andN(v
′|qR ) records with
value v ′. Obviously, if most of the records are with value v ′,
then the rule has a high probability to be approved. Thus,
we can compute P(qR = Y ) as follows
3:
P(qR = Y ) =
N(v ′|qR )
N(v ′ |qR ) +N(v |qR )
. (8)
Discussion. It will be prohibitively expensive to compute
the global benefit if there are many possible questions, be-
cause this would require enumerating every possible an-
swer for all questions and run the machine algorithm to
compute the golden records. To address this problem, we
introduce a more efficient method, as discussed below.
3.2 Local Benefit Model
As noted in the previous section, it is time consuming to
compute the global benefit, because it is expensive to enu-
merate all possible answers and rerun the EM and EC al-
gorithms to compute the number of changes in the golden
records. To avoid rerunning the EM and EC algorithms,
3For the aggregated rules, e.g., #th→ #, we can also compute N(v |qR ) and
N(v ′ |qR ) by finding sets of records that respectively contain v and v
′.
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we can rank the questions from the same set (i.e., train-
ing rule, cluster, transformation), select the top-k questions
from each set, and compute the global benefit of these se-
lected 3k questions and choose the one with the largest
global benefit/cost ratio. Thus the local benefit uses a coarse-
grained way to prune away the questions that have smaller
probabilities of having large global benefit. We provide the
complexities of computing global benefits and local benefits
in Appendix C.
Toward this goal, we compute a “local benefit” that mea-
sures the importance of questions from the same set and uti-
lize it to rank the local questions. Specifically, because train-
ing rule and cluster questions aim to generate more train-
ing data in order to improve the quality of EM, we first rank
these questions based solely on howmuch they improve the
EM quality. Then, because transformation questions aim to
transform the variant values to obtain a canonical value, we
rank them by the frequency of the question, e.g., the number
of records that can be applied by this transformation. Next
we give formulas for computing these local benefits.
Training Rule Questions. In Section 3.1, the benefit of a
training rule question in the global setting was estimated
based on its overall expected impact on the number of
golden records. In contrast, in the local context, the goal is
to simply choose training rule questions that ask users to
verify the highest-value training examples. The value of a
training example depends on several factors, including its
coverage, (i.e., how many record pairs satisfy the rule), ac-
curacy (i.e., how many pairs satisfying the rule are correct),
and utility (i.e., whether it actually improves the EMmodel).
For example, given a rule “if the same Zipcode then match”,
if there are 16 pairs satisfying the rule and 10 pairs are cor-
rect; the coverage is 16 and the accuracy is 1016 . Its utility
depends on whether the matched (or non-matched) records
are easily discriminated by the EM model. Thus, we aim to
select questions that verify training rules with high cover-
age, high accuracy, and containing many high utility pairs.
We discuss next how to compute the coverage of a train-
ing rule, the accuracy of a training rule, and the utility of a
record pair.
(1) Computing the coverage cov(qT ) of a training rule qT .
A straightforward method would enumerate all the record
pairs and identify the pairs that obey the rule qT . This
method is not scalable for large datasets. To address this is-
sue, we can use similarity join algorithms [14], which first
generate signatures for each record, then take the pairs of
records that share common signatures as candidate pairs,
and finally verify the candidate pairs by checking whether
they actually obey the rule. Since these algorithms can
use signatures to prune many dissimilar pairs, they scale
well [14].
(2) Computing the accuracy accuracy(qT ) of qT . If the train-
ing rule is written by an expert, we can ask the expert to
provide a confidence. If the training rule is generated by al-
gorithms, the algorithms also provide a confidence [21, 28].
Then we can take the confidence as the probability.
(3) Computing the utility U (qT ) of qT . We first use the EM
model to compute a probability Pr (p) that the pair p is a
matching pair. The larger Pr (p) is, the most likely p is a
matching pair. The smaller Pr (p) is, the most likely p is not a
matching pair. Note that if Pr (p) is close to 0.5, the EMmodel
cannot discriminate the pair. We want to ask the human to
label such “uncertain” pairs and use the answer as training
data to enhance the EM model. To this end, we define the
entropy of a pair U (p) as below.
U (p) = −
(
log Pr (p) + log
(
1 − Pr (p)
))
(9)
The larger the entropy is, the smaller the utility is. So we
compute the utility by normalizing the entropy as below
utility(p) = 1 −
U (p)
MaxU
(10)
whereMaxU is the maximal entropy among all pairs.
Based on the three factors, we compute a local ranking
score for a training rule,
S(qT ) = accuracy(qT )cov(qT )
∑
p ∈qT utility(p)∑
p ∈qT
(11)
= accuracy(qT )
∑
p ∈qT
utility(p) (12)
We rank the rules by score/cost ratio, e.g.,
S (qT )
C(qT )
, in descend-
ing order and select the top-k questions following this order.
Cluster Questions. As with training-rule questions, in the
local context our goal is to choose clusters for humans to
verify that most improve the EM model, without consider-
ing the global impact on the number of golden records. If
all pairs in a cluster refer to the same entity, then the clus-
ter has a low benefit to improve the EM model. However, if
most pairs are hard to be discriminated by the EM model,
then based on the human feedback, we can improve the EM
model. Thus, we want to use the utility of record pairs in
the cluster to quantify the cluster question. Thus, we use
the sum of the utility of these pairs to compute a score of a
cluster as below:
S(qC ) =
∑
p ∈qC×qC
utility(p) (13)
We sort the clusters by the score/cost ratio in descending
order and select the top-k questions following this order.
Transformation Questions. For transformation ques-
tions, we compute their local benefit based simply on how
many records they can be used to transform. Specifically,
each transformation question verifies a transformation rule
9
qR = v → v
′, which applies to a specific v . Let |qR | dente
the frequency of qR , i.e., the number of clusters that contain
the pair (v,v ′). The more frequent |qR | is, the more transfor-
mations can be applied. Thus we use the rule frequency to
compute a score for a transformation rule as below:
S(qR ) = |qR | (14)
We rank the questions by the score/cost ratio in descending
order and select the top-k questions following this order.
3.3 Selecting k
Obviously, there is a tradeoff between efficiency and quality
to select an appropriate k . A small k leads to high efficiency
but low accuracy of golden records, because the most bene-
ficial questions may not be in local top-k questions. A larger
k leads to high quality but low efficiency, because it needs to
enumerate manymore questions to compute the global ben-
efit. As a tradeoff, we first set k = B and then tune k in each
iteration based on the global benefits of the selected ques-
tions as follows. For each question type, suppose q is the
“most beneficial” question in this type that has the largest
global benefit/cost ratio and its local ranking position is k ′.
In each iteration we compute k ′ and use k ′ as an estimation
of k for the next iteration.
4 MULTIPLEQUESTIONSPER ITERATION
In this section, we address the casewheremultiple questions
are answered in each iteration. We fist consider the case of
b = 2 (Section 4.1) and then generalize our techniques to
support b > 2 (Section 4.2). We then consider how to select
an appropriate value of b (Section 4.3).
4.1 Question Selection for b = 2
Selecting the two questions with the largest benefit might
be worse than selecting two highly correlated questions, be-
cause the correlated questions may have mutual positive in-
fluence on each other. Thus, we propose a correlation-aware
question selection method.
Let us first discuss how to compute the global benefit
B(q,q′) from asking two questions q and q′. Let P(q =
ai ,q
′
= a′j ) be the probability that the answer of q is ai and
the answer of q′ is a′j , and B(q = ai ,q
′
= a′j ) be the benefit
of asking questions q,q′ together with answers ai ,a
′
j . The
global benefit B(q,q′) is computed as follows:
B(q,q′) =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
P(q = ai ,q
′
= a′j )B(q = ai ,q
′
= a′j ).
(15)
We assume that the answers to two questions are inde-
pendent, and we compute P(q = ai ,q
′
= a′j ) as below.
P(q = ai ,q
′
= a′j ) = P(q = ai )P(q
′
= a′j ). (16)
Let N(q = ai ,q
′
= a′j ) be the number of changes on the
golden records from asking questions q,q′. We estimate the
benefit from asking questions q,q′ with the answers ai ,a
′
j
as below:
B(q = ai ,q
′
= a′j ) = N(q = ai ,q
′
= a′j ). (17)
The correlation-aware question scheduling algorithm it-
eratively calls the following steps until the budget is con-
sumed.
1. Correlation-aware Benefit Inference. We first iden-
tify the top-k questions with the largest local benefits from
each question set. We then enumerate each question pair
and compute its global benefit.
2. Correlation-aware Question Selection.We select the
question pair with the largest global benefit, ask the two
questions, and rerun the machine algorithms.
4.2 Question Selection for b > 2
When b > 2, we can still use the above algorithm for b = 2
where we select b questions with the largest benefit in each
iteration. Thus, we enumerate all b-size subsets of the se-
lected 3k questions (note that we select the top-k questions
from each type), and compute the benefit of each subset.
However, this method has two limitations. First, it needs
to enumerate
(3k
b
)
cases and is rather expensive when k or
b are large. Second, it is expensive to estimate the benefit
from asking b questions together as it needs to enumerate
the permutations of all possible answers of the b questions.
We propose two techniques to alleviate these limitations.
First, we partition the 3k questions into multiple groups
such that (1) the questions in different groups have no cor-
relation and (2) the questions in the same group have corre-
lations. Hence, we can avoid considering the question cor-
relations from different groups. Second, we use the benefit
of two questions to estimate the benefit of b questions.
Question Grouping. We first define whether two ques-
tions are correlated and then partition the questions that
have no correlations into different groups.
Definition 3. (Correlation) Two questions q,q′ are pos-
itively correlated if B(q,q′) > B(q) + B(q′). Two questions
q,q′ are negatively correlated if B(q,q′) < B(q) + B(q′).
Definition 4. (No Correlation) Two questions q,q′ are
not correlated if B(q,q′) = B(q) + B(q′).
We enumerate every question pair and compute the ben-
efit. Then, we simply put all question pairs with correla-
tions in the same group, using the definitions of correla-
tions above. This process generates a set of disjoint groups
P1, P2, · · · , P |P | .
Benefit Estimation from Asking a Set Qb of b Ques-
tions. Let Qbi = Q
b ∩ Pi . The questions in Q
b are split into
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|P | groups Qb1 ,Q
b
2 , · · · ,Q
b
|P |
such that the questions in the
same group have correlations and the questions from differ-
ent groups have no correlations. Thus, we can compute the
benefit of Qb as below:
B(Qb ) =
|P |∑
i=1
B(Qbi ) (18)
If |Qbi | is large, it is still expensive to compute B(Q
b
i ).
To address this issue, we propose an approximate method
to estimate B(Qbi ). The basic idea is that we use the av-
erage pairwise correlation to estimate the overall correla-
tion. Let
B(q′,q′′)
B(q′)+B(q′′)
denote the correlation between q′ ,
q′′ ∈ Qbi . We use the average pairwise correlations to es-
timate the correlation among multiple questions in Qbi , i.e.,∑
q′,q′′∈Qb
i
B(q′,q′′)
B(q′)+B(q′′)
|(
Qb
i
2 ) |
. Then we can compute the benefit from
asking questions in Qbi as below.
B(Qbi ) =
∑
q∈Qbi
B(q) ·
∑
q′,q′′∈Qbi
B(q′,q′′)
B(q′)+B(q′′)
|
(Qbi
2
)
|
. (19)
Question Selection.To select a b-size question set with the
largest benefit/cost ratio, a brute-force method enumerates
every possible b-size subset Qb and computes B(Qb ) based
on Equation 18. However, this method is rather expensive
because it needs to enumerate every possible Qb . To tackle
this issue, we first group the questions Q into |P | groups
P1, P2, · · · , P |P | , and select the local best j-size question sub-
set with the largest benefit/cost ratio from each group Pi
for 1 ≤ j ≤ b and 1 ≤ i ≤ |P |. Next, we use the local best
question sets to generate the global best question set. Algo-
rithm 2 shows the pseudo code.
(1) Local Selection. For each group Pi , we enumerate every
j-size subset of Pi , compute the benefit based on Equation 19,
and select the subset with the maximal benefit/cost ratio.
LetW [i][j] denote the largest benefit/cost ratio of all j-size
subsets in Pi andW
′[i][j] denote the corresponding j-size
subset that has the largest ratio. The time complexity of the
local selection is O(
( |Pi |
b
)
) for group Pi .
(2) Global Selection. We use a dynamic programming al-
gorithm to select the question set Qb with the largest ben-
efit/cost ratio. Let F [i][j] denote the largest benefit/cost ra-
tio where we select j questions from the first i groups, and
F ′[i][j] denote the selected question set from group Pi .
F [i][j] can be computed based on F [i − 1][j − k] for k ∈
[0, j] as follows. If we select k questions from the i-th group,
we must select j −k questions from the first i − 1 groups. As
Algorithm 2: Multi-Question Selection
Input: Q : Question Set Q ; b: Selected Question
Number
Output:Qb : Selected Questions
P = QuestionGrouping(Q);1
foreach Pi ∈ P do2
Wi ,W
′
i = LocalSelection(Pi , b);3
Qb = GlobalSelection(W ,W
′ b, |P |);4
return Qb ;5
Function QuestionGrouping(Q)
Input: Q : Question Set
Output: P : A set of groups
for q , q′ ∈ Q do1
if B(q,q′) , B(q) + B(q′) then Corr (q,q′) = Y ;2
Split Q into groups P1, P2, · · · , P |P | such that q,q
′ are in3
the same group iff Corr (q,q′) = Y ;
Function LocalSelection(Pi, b)
Input: Pi : Correlated groups; b: Selected number
Output:W : Max(B/C)matrix;W ′: Local matrix
for j ∈ [1,min(b, |Pi |)] do1
for each j-size subset sj of Pi do Compute
B(sj )
C(sj )
;2
W [i][j]=max
|Pi |
j=1
B(sj )
C(sj )
;W ′[i][j]=argmax
|Pi |
j=1
B(sj )
C(sj )
;3
Function GlobalSelection(W ,S , b, |P |)
Input:W :Max(B/C) matrix;W ′: local matrix; b:
selected question number; |P |: Group number
Output: Selected Questions Qb
for j ∈ [1,b] do1
F [1][j] =W [1][j]; F ′[1][j] =W ′[1][j];2
for i ∈ [2, |P |] do3
for j ∈ [1,b] do4
F [i][j] = max
j
k=0
(W [i][k] + F [i − 1][j − k]);5
F ′[i][j]=W ′[i][argmax
j
k=0
W [i][k] + F [i − 1][j − k]];6
return F ′;7
questions in different groups have no correlations, we have
F [i][j] =
j
max
k=0
(W [i][k] + F [i − 1][j − k]), (20)
F ′[i][j] =W ′[i][
j
argmax
k=0
(W [i][k] + F [i − 1][j − k]). (21)
Then F [|P |][b] is the largest benefit/cost ratio and the cor-
responding selected questions can be generated based on
the matrix F ′ using a traditional backtracking algorithm.
The complexity of the global selection is O(|P | · b2). As
|P | ≤ 3k , the complexity depends on k and b. In practice,
k and b are not large, and thus our global ranking method
is also scalable.
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Table 7: Datasets
Datasets Product Address Pub
#Columns 6 11 6
#Rows 1,169,376 1,040,287 120,910
#DistinctRows 191,958 140,035 11,278
AvgClusterSize 6.09 7.43 10.72
4.3 Discussion on Selecting b
A small b leads to many iterations and the human will be
interrupted many times to answer only a few questions in
each iteration. Moreover, a small b will miss the correla-
tion amongst different questions. On the contrary, a large b
will decrease the number of iterations and cannot use fine-
grained human feedback to select questions. Tomanage this
trade-off, we setb to be the size of the largest question group,
i.e., b = max
|P |
i=1 |Pi |.
5 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We conducted experiments to answer the following ques-
tions: Do our interleaving techniques improve the accuracy
of the golden records (GRs)? Are the local ranking and
global ranking techniques useful for improving GR accu-
racy? Does considering correlation between the questions
(i.e., batching) help, and how much?
5.1 Experiment Settings
Datasets. We used three real-world datasets (Table 7). (1)
A product dataset Product, where each record is a product.
The dataset has 6 columns (e.g., brand, price, model, type)
and 1,169,376 records, and there are 191,958 distinct prod-
ucts. (2) An address dataset Address, where each record is
the address of a company. The dataset has 11 columns (e.g.,
address, city, country, street, latitude, altitude) and 1,040,287
records, and there are 140,035 distinct addresses. (3) A pub-
lication dataset Pub, where each record is a publication. The
dataset has 6 columns (e.g., title, author, journal, volume,
year) and 120,910 records, and there are 11,278 distinct pub-
lications. Table 7 shows the statistics of the three datasets.
Wemanually labeled the ground truth of golden records.We
generated the questions as discussed in Section 2.2.
Baselines. We implemented the following algorithms. All
of them first used two blocking rules to generate a set of
candidate pairs and then employed different methods to
produce the golden records. (1) EMEC. First run EM, and
then if there is little change in the clusters, switch to EC.
(2) TrainingOnly. Only ask training rule questions. (3)
ClusterOnly. Only ask cluster questions. (4) TransOnly.
Only ask transformation questions. (5) Interleave-Random.
Generate local questions and randomly select from them. (6)
Interleave-Greedy. First select top-1 questions from each
question type, ask these questions to get the answers, and
compute the number of changes in golden records for each
top-1 question. Suppose question q has the largest number
of changes. Then select the next top-1 question from the
question type that q is from. (7) Interleave-Global-1. Se-
lect the top-1 question from each set and use the global
benefit to select the question with the largest benefit. (8)
Interleave-Global-k. Select the top-k questions from
each set and use the global benefit to select the question
with the largest benefit. (9) Interleave-Global-k-Corr-b.
Select the top-k questions from each set and use the global
benefit and correlations to select the b questions with the
largest benefit.
For EM, we used a random forest based model [12]. For
EC, we used the majority voting based method [5]. Our sys-
tem was implemented in Python.
Metrics.We compared the accuracy of golden records, the
F1 score of the clusters, and the runtime of the algorithms.
The cluster precision is the percentage of the computed cor-
rect clusters among all computed clusters, the cluster recall
is the percentage of the computed correct clusters among all
correct clusters, and F1 is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall. The cluster F1 is shown in Appendix D.2.
ComputingPlatform.All experiments were conducted on
a Linux server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2630 2.20GHz CPU,
128GB Memory. We used 20 cores for parallel computing.
5.2 One Question Per Iteration
We ran the algorithms in multiple rounds. In each round,
we selected 10 questions using each algorithm and asked
the human to answer these 10 questions. We reported the
GR accuracy and machine time for each algorithm.
GR accuracy by varying the budget.We compared differ-
ent methods, varying the budget available for asking ques-
tions. Figure 4 shows the results. In the figure, the cost cor-
responds to the human cost computed based on the model
in Section 2.4. For example, for a value of 1000, we asked
about 100 questions. We also show results where we vary
the actual number of questions in Appendix D.4.
We make the following observations from these results:
(1) The interleaved methods, Interleave-Global-1,
Interleave-Global-10, Interleave-Random, and
Interleave-Greedy, are better than the non-interleaved
methods, EMEC, ClusterOnly, TransOnly, and
TrainingOnly. This is because interleaving questions
provides benefits to both EM and EC, demonstrating
our key hypothesis that it is essential to allocate human
resources holistically across different steps of the data
integration pipeline, rather than completing one step at a
time.
(2) Global methods, Interleave-Global-1 and
Interleave-Global-10, that utilize the global benefit
to schedule the questions outperform the local meth-
ods, Interleave-Random and Interleave-Greedy,
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Figure 5: Varying k
that only use local rankings to schedule the questions.
This is because the local methods only compare ques-
tions within the same type while the global methods
use the global benefit to compare questions from the
different types. Interleave-Greedy is better than
Interleave-Random, because Interleave-Random ran-
domly selects questions while Interleave-Greedy ranks
local questions. Interleave-Global-10 outperforms
Interleave-Global-1 by 3%-10%. This verifies that
our global ranking techniques are effective at selecting
beneficial questions from different question types.
(3) Interleave-Greedy outperforms other methods. This
verifies that our local ranking techniques are effective at se-
lecting questions of the same type.
(4) TrainingOnly and ClusterOnly achieve lower quality
than EMEC and TransOnlybecause they require to transform
the variant values to the same format. EMEC is slightly better
than TransOnly, because besides transforming the variant
values, EMEC also improves the clustering quality.
(5) With the increase of the number of questions, our global
method consistently improves the accuracy while other
methods do not improve after asking some questions. This
is because our methods judiciously select questions, while
(i) EMEC, ClusterOnly, TransOnly and TrainingOnly only
ask a fixed group of questions, and (ii) Interleave-Random
and Interleave-Greedy only consider local rankings. For
example, on the Address dataset, our global methods con-
sistently improved up to a cost of 4000 while TransOnly,
ClusterOnly and TrainingOnly had stable low quality.
(6) Although Interleave-Greedyand Interleave-Random
could reach high accuracy finally, they took large cost.
GR accuracy by varying k. Figure 5(a) shows the results
for different k . We can see that increasing k improves the ac-
curacy. For example, the GR accuracy is improved by 5%-8%
when increasing k from 1 to 10. But when k > 10, the im-
provement is rather small because themost beneficial global
questions are already included in the local top-10 questions.
Thus we could set k = 10.
Runtime. We evaluated the machine time and in each
round, we selected 10 questions to ask the human. Fig-
ure 6 shows the runtime of different methods. The interleav-
ing methods Interleave-Greedy, Interleave-Global-1,
and Interleave-Global-10 take more time than oth-
ers, because these three algorithms require us to rank
local questions, which is rather expensive. Note that
all methods scale linearly with the number of an-
swers. ClusterOnly and TrainingOnly are slower than
TransOnly, Interleave-Randomand EMEC, because (i) rank-
ing cluster and training questions are more expensive than
ranking transformation questions (the former needs to com-
pute the uncertainty while the latter only needs to compute
the frequency); and (ii) Interleave-Random and EMEC do
not need to rank questions.
We computed the time for each component: local rank-
ing, global ranking, EM, and EC. Figure 5(b) shows the time
for different components on the Address dataset. We can
see that local ranking (training rule ranking, cluster rank-
ing, transformation ranking) takes the bulk of the time, be-
cause it needs to compute the uncertainty of many pairs for
training questions and cluster questions and identify the fre-
quent transformations. Global ranking takesmore timewith
the larger k , as it needs to compare different local questions.
Moreover, we use the incremental and parallel computing
techniques to improve the efficiency (see Appendix A).
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5.3 Multiple Questions per Iteration
GR accuracy by varying budget. We compared the
batching-based method, e.g., the batching based method (se-
lecting b questions per round) to the non-batching method
(selecting one question per round). Figure 7 shows the re-
sults. The correlation-based method improves the GR accu-
racy by 3%-8%, because it can use correlation to select the
questions and there exists correlations between training/-
cluster questions and transformation questions.
GR accuracy by varying b. We also varied b; Figure 8(a)
shows the results. As b increases quality improves, because
a larger b captures correlations between more questions. Af-
ter b > 6 the improvement is small, as only a few questions
have correlations. Thus b = 6 appears to be a good choice.
Runtime by varying b. Figure 8(b) shows the running
time by varying b. With increasing b, the running time for
global ranking increases, but remains reasonable. For exam-
ple, from b = 1 to b = 6, global ranking grows from 12 sec-
onds to 60 seconds while the total time grows from 25 sec-
onds to 70 seconds. This is because local ranking depends
on the dataset sizes but global ranking depends on k and b.
6 RELATEDWORK
Entity Matching. We can broadly classify EM techniques
into three categories: similarity-rule based [23, 28], machine-
learning-based [10, 16], and crowdsourcing-based[3, 4, 26,
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27]. The first uses rules to compute matching pairs. The sec-
ond first trains a machine-learning model and then utilizes
the model to determine matching pairs. The third utilizes
human feedback to compute the matching pairs.
Our method is orthogonal to EM techniques and we can
use any EM method to generate the clusters.
Data Transformation. There are many studies on data
transformation for various data types, e.g., numerical data,
categorical data and string data [1, 13, 15, 22, 25, 29, 32].
They focus on how to generate the transformation rules us-
ing various techniques, e.g., programming synopsis.
Our method is orthogonal to the transformation rule gen-
eration techniques and our method could use any existing
techniques to generate the transformation rules.
Entity Consolidation. The traditional methods on entity
consolidation first generate clusters of records and then re-
solve the conflicts to generate the canonical or preferred val-
ues for each attribute [7, 8, 11, 17, 19, 20, 31].
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Our method is orthogonal to the entity consolidation
techniques. We interleave entity matching and entity con-
solidation to improve the GR accuracy. We schedule differ-
ent types of human feedbacks to compute golden records.
Holistic Data Integraion. AnHai et al. [6] pointed out
that, in practice, data integration is often an iterative pro-
cess that heavily involves human-in-the-loop. This requires
a substantial extension for current solutions to have more
expressive UIs (or questions), as well as effective communi-
cations with humans. Their initial result [23] made a first
attempt on this direction to allow users to manually refine
the rules or data via an eyeballing exercise, which cannot be
generalized.
Our work makes a major step in filling the above gaps, by
having various questions (i.e., more expressive UIs) across
all components of an end-to-end data integration pipeline,
and a smart question scheduling framework (i.e., effective
communications) to solicit and generalize user feedbacks.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem of optimizing human
involvement in entity matching and consolidation steps to
cluster duplicate records and extract a single “golden record”
for each cluster. We observed that human input is needed
in several areas of this process, including validating clus-
ters, choosing value transformations, and selecting “golden
record” values. Our core observation is that by interleaving
these questions, rather than asking one type at a time, we
can improve overall integration performance. We then pro-
posed cost models to measure the human time to answer
a question through a user study. We introduced two met-
rics, namely global benefits and local benefits, to evaluate
the quality improvement from asking each question type.
We then proposed a question scheduling method that judi-
ciously selects questions to ask, either sequentially (one at a
time), or in batches (wherewe consider correlations on ques-
tions), according to a cost budget. Experimental results on
real-world datasets showed that our method outperformed
existing solutions that only ask one question type at a time,
and our system that used batched correlation improved the
accuracy from 70% to 90%.
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A IMPROVING PERFORMANCE
A.1 Parallel Computing
We explain below how each of the tasks in our framework
can be easily parallelized.
Entity Matching. Entity matching first gets some candi-
date pairs and then checks whether these candidate pairs
are matching using the trained model. The candidate pairs
can be computed offline, and checking whether they are
matching can be easily parallelized. Generating the clusters
can also be parallelized by grouping the records into parti-
tions, generating the clusters for each partition in parallel
and then merging the clusters.
Entity Consolidation. The golden records for different
partitions can be inferred in parallel.
Local Ranking for Training Rule Questions. The scores
of different training rules can be computed in parallel.
Local Ranking for Cluster Questions. The scores of dif-
ferent clusters can be computed in parallel.
Local Ranking for Transformation Questions.We split
the records into different partitions, compute the transfor-
mation rule for each partition, and then merge the trans-
formation rule. We can then compute the score of different
transformations in parallel.
Global Ranking.We compute the global score of each local
question generated from the local ranking in parallel forb =
1. For b = 2, we compute the score for each local question
pair in parallel. For b > 2, we first group the questions and
compute the score of each group in parallel.
A.2 Incremental Computing
Wedo not need to rerun themachine algorithm from scratch.
Instead, we propose incremental computing techniques.
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Figure 9: Cost Model via User Study
Entity Matching.We do not need to retrain the EM model
and recompute the matching pairs using the EMmodel from
scratch. Instead, we propose an incremental method. First, if
some new training data are generated by training questions
and cluster questions, we utilize the new training data to
update the EM model. Second, we consider three cases to
recompute the matching pairs. (1) If some records are up-
dated and the EM model is not updated, we first incremen-
tally recompute the candidate pairs (r , r ′), where r is an up-
dated record, and r ′ is any record. Then we utilize the EM
model to identify matching pairs from the candidate pairs.
In addition, we also keep the original matching pairs that do
not contain an update record. (2) If the records are not up-
dated and the EM model is updated, we only need to check
whether the original candidate pairs are matching using the
updated EMmodel. (3) If the records are updated and the EM
model is updated, we incrementally compute the new candi-
date pairs, and check whether the new candidate pairs and
original candidate pairs are matching using the EM model.
Entity Consolidation. We only need to check the updated
clusters to reproduce the golden records.
For local ranking, we do not need to compute the score for
all training/cluster/transformation questions, and instead
we only need to compute the top-k questions for the up-
dated questions. To this end, we use a priority queue to keep
the k best questions, maintain an upper bound for these
questions, and use the upper bound to prune the other ques-
tions that cannot be in the top-k list.
Local Ranking for Training Rule Questions. If the EM
model is updated, we need to recompute the score; oth-
erwise we only need to update the score for the updated
records.
Local Ranking for Cluster Questions. We only need to
recompute the scores for the updated clusters. For top-k
computation, we canmaintain an upper bound for each clus-
ter, which is the number of pairs in the cluster (as the utility
of each pair is at most 1). Consider the minimal score of the
current top-k clusters is τ . If the upper bound of a cluster is
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Figure 12: Machine Time by Varying b
smaller than τ , we do not need to compute the real score of
the cluster as it cannot be in the top-k clusters.
Local Ranking for Transformation Questions.We only
need to update the frequency of the transformations.
Global Ranking. We can utilize the similar pruning tech-
nique to compute the best global questions.
B SUPPORTING LARGE CLUSTERS
We propose a hierarchical clustering based method to sup-
port large clusters. Given a large cluster, we first split it into
x clusters (e.g., x = 10). Then if the size of a sub-cluster
is larger than x , we recursively split it into x clusters. After
building the hierarchical structure, we select the leaf node as
a question to ask. If a leaf cluster is approved, besides taking
each pair of records within the cluster as a matching pair as
discussed in Section 2.2, we delete the leaf and update its par-
ent node by keeping one record as a representative record
(removing x − 1 records in this leaf cluster); otherwise, be-
sides splitting this cluster and generating training data, we
delete this node. We recursively select the leaf node as ques-
tions to ask until the hierarchical structure is empty.
The cost of a large cluster question can be computed by
the product of the number of nodes in the hierarchical struc-
ture and the cost for each node (i.e., a small cluster ques-
tion).
C COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Complexity of Computing Global Benefit. Computing
the global benefit of a question includes estimating the prob-
ability of its answer and rerunning the EM and EC algo-
rithms to compute the number of changes in the golden
records. Estimating the probability for the training rule and
transformation is O(1) while that for the cluster question
is O(|C |2), where |C | is the size of a cluster C . Rerunning
the EM and EC algorithms is respectively O(|Cand |) and
O(|D|), where |Cand | is the number of candidate matching
pairs while |D| is the dataset size. Note that in the worst case
|Cand | = |D|2.
Complexity of Computing Local Benefit. (1) Training
Question qT . It needs to compute the utility for each record
pair that obeys the training rule. The time complexity of
computing the utility of a pair is in constant time. Thus the
complexity is O(|qT |), where |qT | is the number of pairs that
obey the rule. (2) Cluster Question qC . Similar to training
questions, it needs to compute the utility of each record pair
in the cluster. Thus the complexity is O(|qC |
2), where |qC | is
the size of the question. (3) Transformation Question qR . It
only needs to count the frequency of the question. If there
is no index, the complexity is O(|D|). Usually, when gener-
ating the transformations, the frequency is kept associated
with the question. Thus the complexity is O(1). However, it
is time consuming to generate the transformation rules [5].
In practice, we just generate the transformation questions
once and use them throughout the algorithm (or recompute
them in every several iterations).
From the complexity analysis, we find that computing lo-
cal benefits is cheaper than computing global benefits.
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Figure 17: Sampling Train-
ing Question
D MORE EXPERIMENTS
D.1 Cost Model via User Study
We conducted a user study to construct the cost model. For
each question type, we varied the question sizes from 1 to
100. For each question size, we selected 100 questions, as-
signed each question to 10 students, recorded the time to
answer the question, and computed the average time as the
human cost for this question size. Next we used regression
models to construct the cost model. We tried different mod-
els and Figure 9 showed the result. We had the following
observations. Firstly, the training rule questions followed
the logarithmic distribution. Secondly, the cluster questions
followed the quadratic polynomial distribution. Thirdly, the
transformation questions followed the linear mode, i.e., the
cost linearly increased with the increase of the question size.
D.2 Evaluation on Cluster Quality
We also compared the clustering quality of these algorithms
by varying the budget and Figure 10 shows the results.
We made the following observations. Firstly, our global
methods Interleave-Global-1, Interleave-Global-10,
Interleave-Greedy and Interleave-Random still outper-
formed other methods, because these four methods judi-
ciously asked a mixed group of questions including both
training rule, cluster, and transformation questions, while
other methods only asked a fixed group of questions. Sec-
ondly, EMEC outperformed TrainingOnly, ClusterOnly
and TransOnly as EMEC asked both training rule and
transformation rule questions. Thirdly, ClusterOnly and
TrainingOnly outperformed TransOnly, because the for-
mer two aimed to generate more training data to improve
the clustering quality while TransOnly could only trans-
form the variant values but could not enhance the EMmodel.
ClusterOnly was slightly better than TrainingOnly, be-
cause TrainingOnly contained incorrect matching pairs
while ClusterOnly fixed this issue by asking a human to
debug the clusters. Fourthly, TransOnly could also improve
the clustering quality, because it can transform the data, but
the improvement was small because the focus of TransOnly
was to transform the variant data values. Fifthly, the cluster-
ing accuracy of all methods was improved with more ques-
tions, because they could utilize human feedback to com-
pute the golden records by either refining the clusters or
transforming the variant values.
D.3 Machine Time with Varying k and b
We also measured the effect of varying k and b on the run-
time on the Address and Product datasets. Figure 11 shows
the results for varying k and Figure 12 shows the results
for varying b. These results are consistent with those pre-
sented earlier on the Pub dataset. Note that as b increases,
the fraction of global ranking time increased on these two
datasets, because the two data sets are small and local rank-
ing takes less time than global ranking. On the contrary,
the Pub dataset is large, and local ranking takes more time
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than global ranking, because local ranking depends on the
dataset size while global ranking depends on k and b.
D.4 GR Accuracy by Varying #Question
We have showedGR accuracy by varying budget as different
questions had diverse human cost. Here, we assumed that
the questions had the same cost and Figure 13 showed GR
accuracy by varying question numbers. We had the follow-
ing observations. Firstly, all the methods had the same trend
with those varying the budget. Secondly, our global meth-
ods Interleave-Global-1 and Interleave-Global-10
still outperformed other methods, because human cost
was related to question number. Thirdly, EMEC outper-
formed Interleave-Greedy within some questions range,
because Interleave-Greedy might overestimate the ben-
efit of some questions. Fourthly, our methods only asked
about hundreds questions and achieved 90% accuracy. For
example, on the Address dataset, Interleave-Global-10
achieved 90% accuracy when asking 300 questions.
D.5 Evaluation on Incremental and
Parallel Techniques
We used 20 threads to improve the efficiency. Figure 14
shows the machine runtime. We can see from the results
that the parallel computing and incremental techniques
can improve the efficiency. The parallel techniques had a
speedup of 10, and the incremental techniques had a speed
up of 7. The two techniques had a speedup of 70.
D.6 Evaluation on Large Clusters
Since there were no large clusters in our dataset. We simu-
lated some large clusters based on the error types in the Pub
dataset as follows. Given a cluster, we added some records
by injecting some errors to the records, e.g., edit errors,
transformation errors (e.g., 5, 5th). The largest cluter size
was 12 in the dataset. We uniformly generated 6000 clusters
with size between 20 and 200. We evaluated the number of
selected cluster questions. Figure 15 showed the results. We
could see that our method did not select large clusters (with
size > 30), since it was very expensive to validate large clus-
ters.
We also evaluated whether our method worked well for
large clusters. We compared two methods: splitting and
without splitting large clusters. If we did not split the cluster,
we simulated the human to answer the question as we knew
the ground truth. Figure 16 showed the results. The two
methods achieved similar results as our hierarchical cluster-
ing method worked well for large clusters.
D.7 Evaluation on Training Rules
We compared two algorithms to select sample pairs for train-
ing questions: random sampling and stratified sampling. Fig-
ure 17 showed the results. We could see that the two meth-
ods achieved similar results, because the sampling strategies
would not significantly affect the human answer. Moreover,
the cluster questions could correct the errors.
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